
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 


OFFICE OF 
SOL I D WASTE AND E MERGENC Y R ESPONSE 

SUBJECT : Superfund Enforcement Strategy and Implementation Plan 

FROM: Bruce M. Diamond, Director~~~-------
Office of Waste Programs Enforcement 

As an interested observer of the progress of the Superfund program, I 
thought you might be interested in the attached report prepared by this office 
pursuant to requests by the House and Senate Appropriations Committees. They 
directed the Agency to conduct an evaluation of the Superfund enforcE!ltW:!nt 
program. EPA responded with two reports . First is a report titled "Toward a 
More Effective Superfund Enforcement Program" prepared by the Environmental Law 
Institute (ELI) under a grant from EPA. The ELI study is an independent 
evaluation of the Superfund enforcement program. Second is an EPA report titled 
"Superfund Enforcanent Strategy and Implementation Plan" (the Plan). The Plan 
describes the Agency's Superfund enforcement strategy and the steps necessary 
to implement improvements in the enforcanent program. I am sending the Plan to 
you for your information and am willing to make the . ELI report available to you 
should you wish. 

It is important to distinguish the Plan from the Agency's recently released 
"Management Review of the Superfund Program" (and its Implementation Plan) . The 
Plan was developed in response to the requests from the Appropriations 
Committees. The Review was developed in response to. a commitment that EPA 
Aaninistrator Reilly made to Congress during his confirmation hearings. The Plan 
focusses entirely on the Superfund enforcement process while the Review addresses 
all aspects of the Superfund Program. The Plan contains many of the key 
enforcement recomnendations presented in the Review but addresses additional 
enforcement issues and implementation steps as well. The Plan has been well 
coordinated with the overall effort to implement the Review. · 

If you have any questions or wish a copy of the ELI report, please feel 
free to contact me at 382-4814. I look forward to further discussions on the 
progress of the Superfund enforcement program. 
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Introduction 


In passing the FY69 appropriation, the House and Senate

Appropriations Committees requested that the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) conduct an evaluation of the Superfund

enforcement program. The specific language of the Appropriations

EPA
Committees' requests are included as Appendix A of this report.

has responded to these requests with two reports. First, EPA 

contracted with the Environmental Law Institute to conduct an 

independent evaluation of the Superfund enforcement program. This 

evaluation was completed in the spring of 1989. Second, EPA has 

developed this report titled ''Superfund Enforcement Strategy and 

Implementation Plan" (referred to here as the Plan) which describes 

the Agency's Superfund enforcement strategy and the steps necessary 

to implement it. 


The Superfund Enforcement Strategy and Implementation Plan has 

been developed and should be read in close conjunction with the 

Agency's Management Review of the Superfund Program released in 

June 1989 (referred to here as the Superfund Uanagement Review). 
' Strengthening Enforcement and Maximizing Private Party Work at 
Superfund Sites was one of five topics examined in the Superfund
Management Review. A comprehensive plan to implement the Management
Review was released in September 1989; this report supplements but 
does not repeat the recommendations in the review. The 
implementation plans and recommendations in these reports are fully
consistent. The Superfund Management Review consists of analyses
and recommendations in key areas of the enforcement program, while 
this Plan addresses the enforcement program in more detail. Neither 
report addresses enforcement for Federal facilities or enforcement 
of the notification requirements of section 103 of CERCLA and Title 
I11 of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 
(SARA). These programs are sufficiently complex in their own right
that they could not be addressed in this Plan if it was to be kept 
to a manageable length. 

dF This Superfund Enforcement Strategy and Implementation Plan 
reflects a review of recent studies of the Superfund program, as 
well as ongoing management initiatives involving EPA and the 
Department of Justice, including the Superfund Settlement Incentives 
and Disincentives Workgroup and the Superfund Enforcement Management
Issues Workgtoup. A list of issues raised in various studies and 
reports is ineluded as Appendix B. 

The Plan also reflects the Agency's eight years of experience in 

implementing the requirements of CERCLR. This Plan does not 

represent the final Work in implementation of an enhanced Superfund

enforcement program, but will hopefully represent a major step

toward realization of that goal. 




This Plan was developed with the participation of the major

organizations involved in the Superfund enforcement program,

including the Office of Waste Programs Enforcement (OWPE), the 

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring (OECM), the Office 

of Emergency and Remedial Response (OEM), the Office of the 

Comptroller (OC), the Office of General Counsel (OGC), the 

Environmental Enforcement Section of the Department of Justice 

(DOJ), and representatives of EPA's Regional enforcement programs

and Regional Counsel offices. This Plan was prepared by the Office 

of Waste Programs Enforcement. 
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I. D F O R  CEMENT STRATEGY: GENERAL ENFORCEMENT AND 
SETTLEMENT PRINCIPLEs 

This section presents the general enforcement and settlement 

principles that guide the Superfund enforcement program and set the 

stage for the enforcement implementation plan contained in the 

remaining sections of this report. The Superfund Management

Review's Strategy for Superfund sets the framework for the 

implementation of the entire Superfund program. Two features of the 

strategy are particularly important to the enforcement program

because they state the Agency's commitment to increasing enforcement 

actions to induce private party cleanup and to integrating the Fund 

and enforcement aspects of the program to improve efficiency of 

program operations. 


A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

An effective Superfund program depends on a balanced approach
consisting of settlements, administrative orders and litigation, and 
Fund-financed response. �PA will consider private party responses 
as the preferred approach for the majority of Superfund sites. At 
the same time, EPA will retain the maximum BmOUnt of leverage to use' the Fund at specific sites where negotiation6 are unsuccessful. 


The goal of the government is to negotiate an agreement for 100% 
of response costs. However, settling for less than 100% can be 
appropriate if the settlement meets the Agency's ten point
settlement criteria whicp assure that the settlement is in the best 
interests of the public. Judicial enforcement actions to compel
private party response may not always be the quickest way of 
assuring cleanup for any given site. Furthermore, such actions are 
not without risk of adverse litigative outcomes. Nevertheless, a 
certain minimum number of such enforcement actions will establish a 
credible threat against PRPs who fail to participate in the 
settlement process. Where negotiations are at an impasse at the end 
of the special notice negotiation period, Regions should routinely
issue a unilateral administrative order (UAO). Likewise, if PRPs 
fail to comply with a UAO, the Agency expects that serious 
consideration be given to bringing a section 106 judicial action or 
other action to enforce it. If a Fund-financed response is 
undertaken, all steps should be taken to seek treble damages during 
cost recovery. The Regions should have flexibility to select the 
most effectivr-approach for a particular site. They should be able 
to shift fund, among sites within the Region to achieve maximum 
leverage. 

~~~ 

'qlInterimCERCLA Settlement Policy,u February 5, 1985, OSWER 
Directive number 9835.0. 



. .  


B. JUDICIAL PRINCIPLES 


The liability Ff PRPs under CERCLA continues to be strict, and 

joint and several , except where PRPs can demonstrate that h a m  at 
the site is divisible. The potential for joint and several 

liability is a valuable impetus for PRPs to reach agreement among

themselves and with the government. 


citizens sometimes want PRPs to be punished for the Superfund

sites they have created. However, parties may be liable under 

CERCLA without having violated any regulatory statutes. Thus, the 

primary purpose of the liability scheme is to compel cleanup.

Vigorous enforcement actions should be brought against parties who 

fail without sufficient justification to participate in the 

settlement process and punitive measures should be brought against

those who violate orders or decrees. The government should 

specifically enforce against failure to comply with information 

requests and use its administrative subpoena authority to facilitate 

the settlement process by improving information available on PRPs. 


A s  authorized under sections 106 and 107, the government will 
pursue cases involving treble damages and penalties for violations 
of unilateral and consent orders. Taking such actions is importaqt
for establishing a credible deterrent. These actions are available 
against persons who fail without sufficient cause to comply with 
orders. 

In appropriate circumstances, where a settlement for less than 
100% has been reached, the government should pursue prompt and 
vigorous enforcement against viable recalcitrants where we have 
sufficient evidence linking such parties to the site. Such action 
should almost always be commenced within 90 days of entry of the 
'consent decree. 


The government should enhance efforts to publicize enforcement 

actions, particularly in suing recalcitrants, because public

perception of an effective enforcement program is essential for 

assuring voluntary PRP participation in the settlement process. The 

publicity should involve the local and national media and be 

explicitly targeted to potentially affected recalcitrants and 

communities. 


'Strict liability is liability without regard to fault: it 

holds a responsible party liable for any harm caused, without regard 

to whether the party exercised due care or acted with negligence.

Joint and several liability arises where two or more parties cause a 
single and indivisible harm. Each party is liablo for the entire 
harm. 
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2 . . .  
C. SETTLEMENT PRINCIPLES 


EPA should encourage early PRP participation in the settlement 

process. EPA should strengthen its emphasis on early and thorough

PRP searches under the direction of experienced civil investigators

and provide training and resources to support these activities. EPA 

should conduct a preliminary search to identify obvious PRPS upon

site discovery and should undertake more intensive searches as soon 

as proposed listing on the NPL appears likely. EPA should issue 

general notices at all sites where PRPs have been identified. 

Absent extraordinary circumstances, special notice should be issued 

at all sites with viable PRPs no later than issuance of the record 

of decision (ROD). 


EPA should continue to provide capable PRPs with an opportunity 
to participate in the remedial investigation and feasibility study
(RI/FS) with appropriate oversight. Comprehensive settlements for 
all response work and costs are preferred. Mixed funding,
minimis settlements, and non-binding allocations of responsibility
(NBARs) are Congressionally-sanctioned settlement tools. EPA 
believes these tools should be more fully utilized where their use 
will facilitate settlements and where they are used pursuant to 
existing Agency guidance. This does not mean, for example, that the 
Agency is establishing a preference for the use of a mixed funding
settlement over a more comprehensive settlement. Rather, this means 
that EPA should increase its efforts to remove obstacles to the use 
of these settlement tools and should provide additional resources 
for their use, where appropriate. 

EPA's policy is that allocations should generally be worked out 

among the PRPs. However, under appropriate circumstances, the 

government should attempt to allocate costs among settling and non-

settling parties in a way that maximizes its ability to pursue non

settlors and avoids creating incentives for PRPs not to participate

in the settlement process. EPA should actively facilitate 

allocation among PRPs on a more frequent basis. EPA should also 

consider funding neutral third parties to perform allocations for 

PRPs, and consider more aggressive use of administrative subpoenas 

to collect information related to allocations. 


EPA should provide explicit opportunities for using non-binding
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) where it would expedite
settlement. BOA will consider innovative use of ADR as well as 
traditional t o m  of ADR such as non-binding arbitration and 
mediation. 

All enforcement agreements should contain a commitment by the 
PRPs to adequately fund EPA oversight. Furthermore, levels of 
oversight should be correlated to the demonstrated ability of the 
PRPs to perform the RI/FS or response action. EPA will routinely
issue special notice in remedial cases and will adhere to strict 
deadlines for completing negotiations. 
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This section consists of specific recommendations for 

improvement concerning management, planning, policy and resources. 

It assumes a basic knowledge of the elements of the Superfund

enforcement process. The recommendations listed under these steps 

are primarily top priority activities. They include many

recommendations from the Superfund Management Review. 

Implementation of these recommendations requires commitment and 

assistance both within EPA and from Congress, as well as from public

and private interest groups and States. The ability of EPA to 

implement these recommendations depends upon resource levels. 

Resources are discussed in Part IV of this Plan. 


Enforcement activity at a Superfund site involves a series of 
steps. Many of them build upon one another. When one of the steps
is performed inadequately, EPA may be unable to reach the ultimate 
goal -- private party response. The following section discusses ten 
key enforcement steps. 

o Identification of Potentially Responsible Parties, 1 


o Information Exchange and Notification 


o Removal Enforcement, 


0 .  Private Party Remedial Investigations and Feasibility Studies, 

o Negotiations, 


o Settlement Authorities, 


o Unilateral Enforcement Authorities, 


o Administrative Records, 


o Oversight and Compliance, and 


o Cost Recovery. 


The first step toward improving the implementation of the 
enforcement program overall involves integration of the Fund and 
enforcement pmgrams. EPA must better integrate all of the 
enforcement steps into the overall site cleanup process to ensuro a 
consistent enforcement-first approach to Superfund site cleanups.
For true program integration and proper management of Fund and 
enforcement dollars, the Agency must adhere to some form of timalina 
management to maintain the cleanup process along a continuum, am 
recommended in the Superfund Management Review. 




I , 


The discussion below provides recommended improvements for 

implementing specific steps in the enforcement process. 


A.  fication of Potentiallv Resuonsible Parties 

Topic: 1. PRP Search Proc e a  


Status and Accomplishments: 


Effective PRP searches are fundamental to the Agency's

enforcement goals of obtaining increased PRP involvement in 

conducting cleanup activities and cost recovery. They produce

information about the site and parties associated with it. Since 

SARA, PRP searches have been conducted pursuant to the PRP Search 
Manual (August 1987). Training in the Regional offices accompanied
distribution of the manual. A l s o ,  beginning in PY06-07, each Region
hired at least one civil investigator. PRP search contractor work 

assignments usually contain most of the "baselinen tasks outlined in 

the Manual. This includes interviewing persons to gather

information, describing history of operations at the site, preparing

lists of PRP names, and describing status and history of PRps. A 

PRP search evaluation recently conducted by the Office of Waste 

Programs Enforcement (OWPE) concluded that the timing of PRP 

searches has shown great improvement. By the beginning of FY 88,

all searches were being initiated at least 120 days prior to NPL 

proposal. However, the timely completion of quality PRP searches 

with concrete evidence on liability and financial viability

continues to be of concern. 


The results of this study have led the Agency, through

Congressional appropriation, to add 20 civil investigators to the 

Superfund enforcement program. EPA has also continued a strong

programmatic emphasis on early PRP searches. Moreover, EPA will 

continue to focus on developing optimum skill nixes to conduct PRP 

searches. Thus, qualified individuals such as civil investigators

will continue to manage the PRP search process. 


Headquarters has also issued additional guidelines that further 

integrate the PRP search process with the goals of the enforcement 

program. These guidelines describe the process from the initiation 

of a search through general and special notice, and specifically

address how taoataplish evidence of liability, and when to conduct 

follow-up reswch. In July 1989, a three-day training program was 

held for Technical Enforcement Support (TES) contractors as well as 

interested Regional Program and legal staff to further enhance their 

PRP search responsibilities. The course included instruction on how 

to conduct the baseline search, how to prepara PRP search reports,

how to followup on the baseline search, how to analyze the PRP 


' "PRP SearcH Supplemental Guidance for Sites in the Superfund

Remedial Program," June 29, 1989. 
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search results, as well as how to use particular investigative

techniques to enhance the quality of the PRP search. Headquarters

plans to canvass the Regions to assess additional training needs. 


Issue: The Agency has laid the foundation for a more successful PRP 

search program using civil investigators to manage the 

PRP search process; utilizing strong programmatic emphasis 

on earlier PRP searches: and continuing development of a 

proper skill mix for adequate PRP searches. The Agency must 

now begin to show the fruits of this endeavor. 


Implementation Steps: 


o 	 The Regions should continue to strengthen their amphasis on 
early and thorough PRP searches under the direction of 
experienced civil investigators. In addition, the Regions
should conduct a preliminary search to identify obvious PRps 
upon site discovery and undertake more intensive Searches as 
soon as possible, preferably prior to proposed listing on 
the National Priorities List (NPL). 

1 
0 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Regions will 

create units specifically devoted to case support activities 
such as searching for PRPs, gathering information, assessing

ability to pay, and identifying corporate relationships.

These units should be comprised of individuals with the 

proper skill mix to perform these responsibilities. 


0 	 Headquarters should continue to conduct yearly audits of 
Regional and contractor staff. 

0 	 Headquarters should provide sufficient re8ources and routine 
training to support the Regional activities described above. 
Headquarters should also continue to provide routine 
training to new TES zone contractor staff responsible for 
conducting PRP searches. 

0 	 Headquartets should develop criteria for determining where 
early PRP searches (e.g., those conducted prior to the 1986 
amendmanta to CERCLA) should be supplemented so that viable 
p ~ p t . ~sufficiently identified for cost recovery. 


B. with P a 


Topic: 1. 


Statue and Accompliahmemta: 


The Agency routinely sends out at least one mailing Of Ol04(e)
information requests to PRPs, or telephones the10 for information, 
before any response action is taken at a site. HoWeVOr, some PRPS 
currently perceive that the Agency does not enforce infonttation 
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requests that are never responded to, O r  take action when inadequate 
or fraudulent responses are received. The PRP community
additionally feels that the Agency builds its cases by focusing on 
parties who adequately respond to information requests, instead of 
pursuing all PRPs. 

Regions indicate that a significant percentage of PRP responses 

to initial §104(e) information requests are inadequate and require

follow-up. However, they are sometimes unable to follow-up with a 

second, more tailored information request because of resource 

constraints. Based upon the level of Agency follow-up conducted so 

far, Regions estimate that over 50% of all PRPs require a third 

information request. Agency experience indicates that PRPs who 

receive subsequent, tailored information requests provide more 

detailed responses. 


Although limited, enforcement of information requests has been 
successful: and a joint Headquarters initiative between the Office 
of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring (OECH) and O W E  is 
currently underway to encourage additional cases. As part of the 
initiative, a strategy for information request enforcement is under 
development. Model pleadings are being drafted to supplement the\ 
"Guidance on Use and Enforcement of CERCLA Information Requests and 
Administrative Subpoenas," issued on August 25, 1988. The civil 
investigators will follow-up on %104(e) information requests in 
addition to performing PRP searches. Furthermore, Headquarters has 
proposed a formal Superfund Comprehensive Accomplishments Plan 
(SCAP) definition for %104(e) enforcement to take effect in FY 90. 

Issue: 	 Due to limited resources, Regions have been unable to fully

follow-up, or enforce, information requests that were never 

responded to, or for which inadequate or fraudulent 

responses were received. 


Implementation steps: 


0 	 Regions should establish management systems that assure the 
timely issuance of information requests, the tracking and 
review of responses and implementation of necessary
follonlp. 

o 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, separate
information gathering units and enforcement record units 
have kon established in some Regions to ensure that 
qualified personnel are gathering, maintaining, evaluating
and verifying the information. Headquarters will encourage
other Regions to reorganize in this manner. 

0 	 Headquarters should issue a draft strategy for comment that 
encourages more aggressive enforcement actiona in the event 
of non-compliance with information request# such as issuing 



§104(e) orders, initiating judicial referrals, and issuing
g122(e) subpoenas as soon as possible. 

o 	 Headquarters should train personnel on properly processing

information requests. 


0 Regions should be encouraged to refer PRPs who fail to 
respond or who respond inadequately or fraudulently to 

5104(e) information requests to the Department of Justice 

for civil or criminal prosecution. The government should 

use its administrative and civil authority and seek criminal 

sanctions where appropriate. 


0 	 In order to minimize resource requirements, the Regions

should be encouraged, where appropriate, to group referrals,

(i.e., include referrals of information requests with 

referrals brought against PRPs under other authorities). 
-Topic: 2. 


Status and Accomplishments: 

\ 

The Agency routinely contacts and provides some information to 

identified PRPs through formal or informal mechanism8 prior to 

conducting removal and remedial actions. This information concerns 

other PRPs at the site, the nature of wastes at the site, and a 

volumetric ranking of the wastes by party. PRPs maintain, however,

that the Agency's release of information is inconsistent in quality

and timeliness. Studies indicate that PRPs need liability-related

information to allocate costs among themselves and to develop

settlement offers. 


No Agency guidance addresses information release. Current 
Regional practice i s  often reciprocal in nature: the Agency will 
release information to the PRPs upon receipt of certain information,
such as a response by the PRP to an information request, from them. 

Issue: 	 Regions have been reluctant to release in a piecameal

fashion liability- related information because the 

information may be too resource intensive to distribute in a 

form helpful to the PRPs. In other cases, Regions feel that 

the information is evidentiary in nature and that its 

rei-night compromise subsequent enforcement action. 


Implementation 8-: 

0 Headquarters should explore the development of guidance 
on the preparation of t@waste'in@@ lists, which indicate 

the relative share of various PRPls waste contribution 

at a site, and development of data bases to assist 

Regional development of @'waste-inn lists. 
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0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review,
Headquarters will develop a strategy to encourage
Regional distribution of liability-related information 
to PRPs in appropriate circumstances to facilitate 
negotiations. 

C. Removal Enforcement 


Topic: 1. Besources 


Status and Accomplishments: 


EPA has been increasing its emphasis on enforcement-lead 

removal activities. Removals will be ttenforcement-first,ntaking

into account the need to proceed expeditiously in time-critical 

situations. 


Although removal enforcement is improving, the removal 

enforcement program faces limitations due to inadequate resources. 

In the Regions, the removal program is composed of a staff of 

technical experts who primarily respond to classic Fund-lead 

emergencies. They are able to address only a limited number of 

enforcement sites per year. If EPA were to increase enforcement 

resources, these experts could address a greater number of 

enforcement sites per year. Further, TES contracts are not easily

accessible to On-Scene Coordinators (OSCs). It can take several 

weeks for work to be authorized. For removal actions, more 

immediate assistance is needed. 


Issue: 	 The removal program is bound by resource constraints which 

result in an inadequate skill mix to properly address 

enforcement at removal sites. 


Implementation Steps: 


0 	 Regional offices should review the resources dedicated to 
removal enforcement and quickly identify needs. 
Headquarters should then adjust resource allocations to 
reflect the true resource needs. If internal resource 
adjustments are not adequate, the Agency should then pursue,
if neceasary, and on a priority basis, actions with OMB and 
Congrmma to ensure significant commitment of resources. 

0 	 Headquarters is developing a model open work assignment

which should be distributad soon. Regions should establish 

open work assignments for TES in all Regions to expedite

removal enforcement support. 
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Topic: 2. Reuional Manaaement ADDroach 


Status and Accomplishments: 


Management structures in the Regions vary for the removal 

program. The predominant structures are: (1) a single removal 

program where all OSCs conduct enforcement-lead and Fund-lead 

removals, or (2) multiple sections with Fund-lead oscs separate from 

enforcement-lead OSCS. In some Regions, physical separation

interferes with communication between OSCs and enforcement staff or 

Regional Counsel. OSCS may be assigned to work in field offices or 

separate buildings from enforcement staff and Regional Counsel. 

Consequently, little communication is face to face and document 

review is difficult. 


Since a goal of the removal program is to mitigate threatening
situations as quickly as possible, at many removals it is often 
difficult to afford the time to conduct enforcement activities. 
Furthermore, in some Regions, formal management procedures have not 
been adopted to assure an enforcement first approach when possible.
The combination of all of these factors impedes the removal 
enforcement process. \ 

Issue: 	 Although organizational differences exist between Regions, a 

management approach that emphasizes 88enforcement-first1v
is 

more important than actual organizational structure. In 

some cases, however, organizational structure appear to 

obstruct the removal enforcement process. 


Implementation Steps: 


0 	 Regions should assess communications between OSCs,

enforcement staff and Regional Counsel to determine whether 

access and communication are hampered. Where they are 

hampered, steps should be taken to enhance communications. 


0 	 Regional offices should assure that procedures are 

established that normally provide for the issuance of orders 

prior to the initiation of fund financed removals, except

where not appropriate, e.g. emergency; or PRP is not 

identitied or not viable. 


0 	 Enfoiunent activities at all removal sites should be 

consibred first, except emergencies or where no PRP is 

present. 
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D. ~ Private P 
I (RI/FSSL 


Topic: 1. Record of PRP RI/FS Settlements 


Status and Accomplishments: 


The Agency has a successful record of obtaining private party

RI/FS settlement agreements. In fact, the percentage of PRP 

conductd RI/FSs out of the total RI/Fs started has consistently

increased over the last three years, and will be over 50% by the end 

of 1989. 


Issue: 	 While the Agency has a good settlement record for the R I / F S , 

PRPs maintain that the Agency is too inflexible with respect 

to certain consent order provisions. 


Implementation Steps: 


0 	 Since the Agency has a successful record of obtaining PRP 

RI/FS settlement agreements, the program does not require

further incentives to obtain RI/FS settlement agreements. ' 
The Agency should not change its approach to create greater
incentives. 

Topic: 2. Qualitv of  PRP-lead R I / F  ss 

Status and Accomplishments: 


In May of 1988, Headquarters issued an "Interim Guidance on PRP 

Participation in Remedial Investigations and Feasibility Studies." 

It was revised in January 1989. In June 1989, Headquarters issued a 

model RI/FS statement of work that follows the revised RI/FS

guidance. The Agency is currently drafting a guidance manual on 

oversight of PRP-conducted RI/FS and a model CERCLA administrative 

consent order for the RI/FS. 


Headquarters is formally evaluating PRP-lead RI/FSs to further 
assess their quality, consistency and timeliness. The evaluation 
will be completed by the fall of 1989. As a follow-up to the fonnal 
evaluation, a training program is planned for Regional Project
Managers (RPM) and oversight contractors. 

Issue: 	 Some commenters criticize the Agency for allowing private

parties to conduct the RI/FS. They maintain that PRP 

conducted RI/FSs  are characterized by poor quality and may

result in cheaper and less protective remedies. Some 

regions feel that problems with PRP-lead RI/FSs are 

aggravated by the turnover rate of experienced RPMs and 

Regional counsels. 
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Implementation steps: 


0 Headquarters is issuing guidance on RI/FS tasks and 

activities, including some that may currently be poorly

conducted at some PRP-lead sites. The PRPs will be required

to follow these and other guidances. 


o 	 Headquarters Will work with the Regions to identify

situations where it may be appropriate for the government to 

conduct portions of the RI/FS while allowing PRPs to 

conduct certain portions of an RI/FS. 


0 Headquarters should complete the oversight manual. 


o 	 Regions will be encouraged to implement the recommendations 

of the Superfund Management Review which are directed at 

decreasing the RPMs' workload through such actions as 

upgrading RPM, technical career and Regional counsel 

positions, creation of deputy RPMs, and use of in-house 

technical support teams. 


E. 	 peaot- R e m e w  Desi- \ 

iBLxRAL 
Topic: 1. V RD/RA Settlementg 


Status and Accomplishments: 


EPA has a good record of achieving RD/RA settlements and the 

total number and value of settlements has been increasing yearly. 


Headquarters has issued a variety of guidances'that pertain to 

different aspects of the RD/RA negotiation process. In addition, 

EPA's Management Issues Workgroup devoted a significant amount of 

time to addressing how to improve the management of RD/RA

settlements. Their final report stressed the importance of the 

following and provided some recommendations on how to improve these 

areas: the quality and timeliness of PRP searches, the development

and utilization of effective negotiation teams, meeting negotiation

deadlines, and PRP organization through steering committees. 


' "Interim Guidance on Notice Letters, Negotiations, and 
Information Exchange," October 19, 1987, OSWER Directive number 
9834.4A. "Waiver of Headquarters Approval for Issuance of Remedial 
Design and Remedial Action Special Notice at Wig Time of ROD 
Signature," September 26, 1968, OSWER Directive number 9634.10-la. 
"Initiation of PRP Financed Remedial Design in Advance of Consent 
Decree Entry," November 18, 1988, OSWER Directive number 9835.4-2A. 
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Issue: 	 Approximately 80% of negotiations are not fully completed

during the moratorium period, although many agreements-in-

principle are reached or nearly complete. The Regions are 

uncertain when unilateral administrative orders (UAOs)

should optimally be used. 


Implementation steps: 


o 	 The Regions should be prepared to issue a UAO promptly after 
the negotiation deadline. In many cases this will involve 
drafting a UAO during negotiations. 

0 	 Regions should routinely issue UAOs at the conclusion of 

the negotiation moratorium if there are viable PRPs and a 

settlement is not reached at that point. Regions should 

promptly issue a UAO if: 


-- A good faith offer is not received by the 60th day, 

-- A good faith offer is received but settlement is not 
reached by the 120th day, and insufficient progress \ 

has been made to continue negotiations through a deadline 
extension. 

0 	 If a negotiation deadline extension is granted because 

sufficient progress has been made to justify an extension,

Regions should be encouraged to issue unilateral orders with 

effective dates delayed to the new negotiations deadline. 


0 	 In addition to issuing UAO's, using model consent decrees 
during negotiations should facilitate the settlement 
process. Headquarters in conjunction with DOJ is 
developing .a national model consent decree. 

0 	 In the limited circumstances where the Regions determine 

that special notice would not be appropriate, Regions, in 

appropriate circumstances, should nevertheleas issue 

unilateral orders to the PRPs. 


Issue: 	 Before initiating site cleanup, EPA typically
negotiates with PRPs for conduct of the RI/FS, and 
again, once the record of decision (ROD) is signed,
for conduct of the RD/RA. Some PRPs maintain that 
they would conduct more cleanups if EPA were more 
flexible -- for example by negotiating with them for 
conduct of the remedial action upon completion of 
the remedial design. 
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Implementation Steps: 


o 	 Headquarters should explore the advantages and disadvantages

of negotiating conduct of the RD together with the RI/FS,

and separately negotiating conduct Of the remedial action 

upon completion of the RD. Routine Fund-financing of the RD 

prior to PRP conduct of the remedial action is not a varible 

option for the problem. 


F. Settlem Auth-


Topic: 1. Fundina de M i n u s  Settl 


Status and Accomplishments: 


As part of EPAIs effort to facilitate the use of mixed funding,
Headquarters has issued general guidancfs which establish the basic 
framework for the use of mixed funding. The Agency has also worked 
with the Regions to identify candidate mixed funding sites and has 
completed an extensive training program in each Region on how to 
utilize mixed funding. \' As part of EPA's effort to facilitate the use of 

settlements, the Agency has issued two general guidances to tha 

Regional offices which establish the basic framework for the use of6 


settlements and one on deminimiP landowner settlements. 
The Agency has also worked with the Regions to identify candidate &
minimis sites and has completed an extensive training program in 
each Region on how to use settlements. 

In addition, the Settlements Incentives/Disincentives Workgroup
identified disincentives to the use of settlements and 
specifically addressed ways to increase incentives for using ge
minimfs settlements. The workgroup provided specific
recommendations for selecting candidate sites, 

~~~~~~ 

"Evaluating Mixed Funding Settlements" October 20, 1987, 

OSWER Directive number 9834.9, and I'Interim Policy on Mixed Funding

Settlements Involving the Pre Authorization of States or Political 

Subdivisionm,a May 27, 1988, OSWER Directive number 9834.9a. 


Guidance on Settlements with Waste
6811nterh 
Contributor#,* June 19, 1987, OSWER Directive number 9834.7: 
"Interim Modal CeRCIA Section 122 (9) (4) Waste 
Contributor Consent Decree and Administrative Order Guidance," 
October 19, 1987, OSWER Directive number 9834.7-1A: and "Guidancm on 
Landowner Liability under Section 107(a)(l) of CERCLA, Q L H h b h
Settlements under Section 122(g)(l)(B) of CERCIA, and Settlement0 
with Prospective Purchasers of Contaminated Property," June 6, 1989, 

OSWER Directive number 9835.9. 
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1. 
I ,  

determining when to enter into such Settlements, developing methods 
f o r  achieving de minimis settlements with minimal resources and 
without alienating the major PRPs, and removing impediments to 
minimis settlements through the development of additional guidance. 

Issue: 	 Some Regions are reluctant to pursue mixed funding or 

minimus settlements either because they have little or no 

direct experience in achieving such settlements or because 

they are too resource intensive to use. 


Implementation steps: 


0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters
will explore the possibility of creating incentives for the 
use of settlements by providing those Regions who. .successfully achieve de minimyg settlements with 

supplemental resources. This will also be considered for 

mixed funding settlements. 


o 	 Headquarters should explore whether **trouble-shootersw 
with experience in achieving mixed funding or 
settlements can be loaned to o r  among the Regions for \
sites where such settlements are being considered. 

0 	 Headquarters should explore whether a formal mechanism for 

exchanging information among the Regions on successful mixed 

funding or 'mu settlements should be established and 

how it would work. 


0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters

will explore whether additional Regional training is 

necessary. 


Issue: 	 The FY 69/90 budget process requires the Region6 to budget
for mixed funding needs through the Superfund Comprehensive
Accomplishment Plan (SCAP). It is difficult to predict in 
advance which sites may require mixed funding. Where 
unanticipated mixed funding needs arise, defunding of one 
site to.cover mixed funding needs for another may cause 
delays in cleanup of those defunded sites. In addition, 
making this information available through the SCAP could 
compromise negotiations where the PRPs may obtain 
infomtion that money has already been set aside to cover a 
shortiall for preauthorization. 

Implementation Step: 

0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters

will continue to explore whether it is appropriate to set up 

a national reserve that would be available to the Regions

�or mixed funding needs. 
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Issue: The Pfeauthorization Decision Document (PDD) is currently

drafted by Headquarters. There have been instances where 

certain provisions of the PDD Overlap with or are in 

conflict with provisions of the consent decree. The overlap

leaves the PRPs unclear as to what can and cannot be 

negotiated. Finally, there is no consistency in the manner 

in which PRPs request preauthorization, although the Regions

have been instructed to provide the Harvey and Knott PDD as 

an example. 


Implementation Steps: 


o 	 Headquarters should explore when it is appropriate to 

delegate the authority to draft the PDD to the Regions with 

Headquarters oversight. 


0 	 Headquarters and the Regions should review the model PDD and 

consent decree to identify where overlap exists and make 

revisions accordingly. 


0 	 Headquarters should publish the Harvey and Knott PDD in the 
Federal Register with a notification that the Agency experts
PRPs use this as a model for their PDDs. 

Issue: 	 Questions continue to be raised about whether Federal 

procurement requirements apply to the procurement of 

contractors for work conducted pursuant to a 

preauthorization agreement (e.g., whether competitive

bidding of contractors is needed to establish the 

reasonableness of costs to be incurred by the PRPs to ensure 

they can be reimbursed by the Fund for such costs). 


I Implementation Step: 


0 	 Headquarters recently issued a memorandum ' to the Regions
which clarifies the procurement procedures that may be used 
to assure that the costs incurred by..the PRPs are 
appropriate based on Federal cost principles. Headquarters
should explore whether there is the need to provide
additional support to the Regions in implementing this 
memorandum (e.g., site-specific assistance). 

Issue: 	 Regions believe special accounts could be established to 

retain cash-outs for immediate access of funds to 

support cleanup activities when agreement has been reached. 

Such accass will minimize delays in funding cleanup

activities at sites, provide Regions with an incentive to 

pursue settlements, and provide PRPs with an 

incentive to settle. 


7nProcurement Under Preauthorization/Mixed 'Funding, April 19, 

1989, OSWER Directive number 9225.01-01. 
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xmplementation Step: 


0 A s  stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters
will continue to pursue the idea of setting up special

accounts that would be available to the Regions for use at 

sites where dn. ninim is settlements are reached. 


Topic: 2. Pon-Bindinu Allocations of ResDonsh)lyitv 
The Agency has ifsued guidance to the Regions on the 


preparation of NBARs. The Agency's policy is to generally allow 

the PRPs to determine allocation questions among themselves although

NBARs should be used under appropriate circumstances. To date, only 

one formal NBAR has been completed, although the Regions do become 

informally involved in allocations, through the development and 

distribution of volumetric ranking lists. The quality of waste-in 

information, which is prepared for special notice, varies by the 

availability of information at particular sites. 


Issue: 	 Questions remain on what role the Agency should assume for 
facilitating allocations generally and what mechanisms are 
available for facilitating such allocations in appropriata 
cases. In the majority of cases, the PRPs don't want the 
Agency to prepare fomal NBARs, but they do want EPA to 
facilitate allocations through the development of yolumetriG
rankina or waste-in 1istg. 

Implementation Steps: 


o 	 Headquarters should take the initiative on promoting more 

Regional involvement in facilitating allocations by: 


Sending a memorandum to the Regions endorsing more 

Regional involvement in allocations in appropriate 

cases. This may include a discussion about allocation 

mechaniams that have been used to date as well as 

whether they were successful and why. 


Identifying the appropriate forum for exploring the 
Agency's role and mechanisms (e.g., the CERCLA 
Sottlements Lead Region Workgroup). The forum should 
uplore: 

the range of allocation mechanisms, 


under what circumstances particular allocation 

mechanisms may be useful, 


I*InterimGuidelines on Preparing Nonbinding Preliminary
Allocations of Responsibility," May 16, 1987, OSWER Directive number 
9839.1. 
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the use of neutral third parties, 


how to do allocations between owners/generators

and qenerators/generators, and 


what has worked and what has not worked in various 

Regions as well as what mechanisms should be used 

to transfer this information among the Regions. 


G. era1 Section 106 Aut-


Topic: I. m a l Section 106 O r d a  


Status and Accomplishnents: 


The Agency has a high compliance rate for section 106 

unilateral orders and is increasing the number of unilateral orders 

issued for both removals and remedial actions. 


The Agency's guidance on section 106 unilateral orders is 

currently under revision to reflect statutory changes, new prograq

directions and accumulated Agency experience. Headquarters is also 

developing model section 106 unilateral orders to facilitate 

unilateral enforcement actions in the Regional offices. 


Issue: 	 The Agency is perceived as failing to eetablish a credible 

record of administrative enforcement against recalcitrants. 

Regions have in the past been reluctant to routinely issue 

unilateral orders due to avoidance of delays or 

misconceptions of their role in the program, and resource 

constraints. 


Implementation Steps: 


0 	 Instead of a quota system, Headquarters strategy should 
strongly encourage Regions to issue unilateral orders 
routinely to PRPs at removal and remedial sites who meet the 
criteria set forth in Agency guidance, prior to Fund 
financing and/or judicial referral. Historically, the 
Agency has been cautious about issuing unilateral orders at 
R I / F S  sites, but has done so in a few appropriate
circummtances. 

0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters 
strateqy should require Regions to issue UAOs before a Fund-
financed response can proceed. In exceptional
circumstances, the Regions should provide justification for 
their decision not to issue the order. 

Issue: 	 The Agency has been criticized for failing to provide
settlement incentives and disincentives for nonsettlors with 
respect to administrative enforcement. 
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Implementation Steps: 


0 	 For settlements encompassing less than 100% of the 

identified response action, Headquarters guidance will 

encourage Regions to issue unilateral orders to compel

nonsettlors to perform the remaining portion. 


0 	 For settlements involving fewer than all of the viable PRPs,

Headquarters guidance will encourage Regions to consider 

carving out separate tasks from the settlement for 

nonsettlors to perform under unilateral orders, where the 

work to be performed is readily divisible. 


0 	 Where a settlement agreement f o r  100% of the identified 
response action has been reached with fewer than all liable 
PRPs, Headquarters will consider guidance for Regions to 
explore use of parallel unilateral orders. Parallel 
unilateral orders may assist settlors to bring contribution 
actions against nonsettlors by directing liable nonsettlors 
to coordinate and cooperate with the settlors' conduct of 
the response action. \ 

o 	 Headquarters and DOJ will explore the possibility of 

obtaining costs from nonsettlors through unilateral orders. 


Topic: 2. Section 106 Ju d i m 

Status and Accomplishments: 


Historically, judicial referrals have been rasource intensive 

and have sometimes not produced satisfactory results in that they

have taken years to resolve and have allowed judicial re-examination 

of remedial decisions. Statutory amendments to provisions

concerning the administrative record and judicial standard of review 

were designed to resolve some of these impediments. 


Headquarters issued a **Guidanceon CERCLA Section 106 Judicial 
Actions'* in February of 1989. Headquarters is drafting a strategy 
on treble damages to facilitate Agency collection of treble damages.
EPA and Mu arm working together to standardize enforcement tools. 
They developed a new Model Litigation Report to improve the quality
of judicial referrals. 

Issue: 	 The Agency is perceived as failing to establish a credible 

record of judicial enforcement against recalcitrants and 

PRPs who fail to adequatel-y comply with unilateral orders 

and settlement agreements. In the past, Regions have been 

reluctant to refer cases to DOJ due to resource 

requirements, time constraints and the ability to fund 

response actions where ,there were no settlement8. 
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Implementation Steps: 


Headquarters will encourage Regions to selectively refer 
cases to DOJ to establish a credible record of enforcement 
against recalcitrants. Cases should be selected based upon
criteria set forth in Agency guidance. 

As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Regions will 
consult with Headquarters where PRPs do not comply with a 
unilateral order. 

To secure favorable judicial review, Regions should develop

supporting documentation for administrative record purposes. 


To develop a favorable record on treble damages cases,
Headquarters should develop a strategy setting forth 
criteria for optimum case selection. Criteria should focus 
upon traditional liability issues in addition to 
anticipating PRP assertions of *sufficient cause" (i.e. good
faith defense) for noncompliancg with unilateral orders. , 
Headquarters should examine rulemaking on what constitutes 

Without sufficient causeg9,to rebut PRP assertions of a 

losufficientcausell defense to penalties and damages at 

trial, 


Good candidates for referral generally should not include 

bankrupt PRPs. Bankruptcy cases should be screened.. 

carefully based upon the strength of evidence, the 

bankruptcy situation, and litigative risks. 


The Agency has been criticized for failing to provide

settlement incentives and disincentives for nonsettlors with 

respect to judicial enforcement. 


0 

0 

Issue: 


Implementation Steps: 


0 

0 

Headquarters is investigating the feasibility and 
desirability a t  publicizing names of PRPs who fail to 
participate in settlement negotiations through media 
confuonces and press releases in national and local 
newspapore. 

Headquarters should investigate more active coordination 

with the Securities and Exchange Commission to ensure that 

corporations subject to securities laws are disclosing their 

potential liabilities for cleanup costs, penalties and/or

treble damages, in their annual financial statements and 

disclosure filings. 


I . 
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0 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters 
may pursue establishment of a litigation budget set aside of 

dollars and staff, over and above the Regions' regular

budget, for use in 5106 unilateral order litigation, 


0 	 A s  stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters
will investigate the creation of Headquarters support Teams 
and Cost Recovery Documentation Teams to provide "hands-ontt 
assistance at critical junctures in case preparation. 

0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters 

may investigate adjusting internal accountability

commitments for other site activities, to the extent that 

judicial enforcement pulls staff away from other activities. 


0 	 To assist with DOJ'S limited resources, Headquarters will 
investigate deputization from D O J  of qualified EPA Regional
counsel attorneys and/or Office of Enforcement and 
Compliance Monitoring attorneys to represent EPA in court. 
Alternatively, Headquarters should pursue allocating 
resources for greater litigation support. 

!
H. Administrative R e c a  


Topic: 1. 


Status and Accomplishments: 


Administrative records for selection of response action are 

being compiled in all ten Regions. Quarterly workshops, tracking 

systems, audits, and training are being used to assure the quality

and timeliness of records and public access to those records. Each 

Region now has a remedial administrative records coordinator. 


The records program for removal actions is improving.

Quarterly workshops, tracking systems, and training are being used 

to assure the quality and timeliness of records and public access to 

these records. Each Region now has a removal administrative records 

coordinator. 


In FY 88, Headquarters published proposed regulations on 
administrative records - Subpart I of the proposed revisions to the 
National Contingomy Plan (NCP). Headquarters also released 
"Interim Guidance on Administrative Records for the Selection of 
CERCLA Responsa Actions" in March of 1989. A "Compendium of 
Guidance Documentsn, centralizing guidance documents frequently used 
i n  selecting response actions was sent on to the Regions for 
coment. The compendium will be used to-save Agency resources in 
compiling administrative records. 

Issue: 	 Several outstanding issues have been identified which remain 

to be resolved concerning administrative recorde. 




0. 	 Regions believe that space f o r  these voluminous records 
will be at a premium. 

o 	 Inconsistencies exist among Regions in the timing of

compiling and updating the records. 


0 	 States are supposed to compile and maintain records for 

State-lead sites. Many Regions are still compiling

them for the States. 


0 	 Decisions on what to do with confidential material 

requires coordination between Regional counsel and 

program offices. 


0 	 Regions are reporting that contractors claim the 

Confidential Business Information privilege for much 

information which restricts public access to some 

information. 


0 	 Regions are also reporting problems with public
accessibility of the record at military facilities. , 

Implementation steps: 


0 	 Headquarters has encouraged training sessions with 

States and other Federal Agencies responsible for 

compiling administrative records to cut down on work 

load for the Regions. 


0 	 Headquarters should continue implementation of training

and document dissemination for Regions. 


I. fomvliance With Consent Orders and De-


Topic: 1. -9 Svstens 

Status and Accomplishments: 


There is no Agency-wide compliance tracking system for CERCLA 
consent decrees. The Agency-wide CERCLA data base, CERCUS, tracks 
major milestonas taken'at a site, but it does not track technical 
compliance with consent orders or decrees. The Department of 
Justice track. the lodging and entry of CERCLA consent decrees upon
referral for litigation milestones such as entry and lodging in 
court. 

Also, no Agency-wide compliance tracking system exists for 

CERCLA consent orders. Several Regions indicate that thay have a 

tracking data base system for malor milestones of CERCLA consent 

orders. Management in these program offices regularly receives 

compliance reports from these tracking systems on all CERCUL Consent 

orders. 




Issue: 	 The Agency has been criticized f o r  failing to track 
compliance with CERCLA consent orders and decrees in a 
comprehensive and accessible manner. 

Implementation Steps: 


0 	 Regions should establish management mechanisms to allow 

appropriate oversight of consent decree and consent order 

compliance. 


0 	 Headquarters will explore the resource implications

of such mechanisms and systems upon the Regions. 


0 	 Headquarters should help Regions establish their own consent 
decree and order tracking systems. Regions without such 
systems should be encouraged to adopt a system comparable to 
the systems already in place in other Regional offices. 

Topic: 2. Penalties for Non-comuliancq 


Status and Accomplishments: 

\ 

The Agency may pursue stipulated penalties and statutory

penalties (under section 109) for noncompliance with orders and 

decrees. EPA may pursue penalties (under section 106) 


for non-compliance with orders issued under section 1069. Regions
have the responsibility of entering all penalties received from 
PRPs, including stipulated penalties, into CERCLIS. 

The Agency has information that indicates that it has sought
penalties from PRPs for non-compliance at eight sites. Three 
penalty cases were settled through consent decrees. One case 
resulted in a judgment for the Agency. The other four referrals are 
still pending. However, although the data has not yet appeared on 
CERCLIS, EPA is collecting penalties at other sites. 

Issue: 	 The Agency has been criticized for failing to collect 

penalties in the event of non-compliance with consent orders 

and decrees. Regions have in the past been reluctant to 

pursus penalties due to resource and time constraints. 


Implementatioa Steps: 


0 	 To facilitate penalty collection, Headquarters should train 

Regional Project Managers (RPMs) to develop an nenforcement 

trail" by documenting important meetings and decisions. 


"Guidance on Use of Stipulated Penalties in Hazardous Wasta 

Consent Decrees," September 21, 1987, OSWER Directive number 

9835.25. 
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o Regions should Circulate among program and ORC management

reports generated by Regional management or tracking 

systems. This will notify management of non-compliance. 


o 	 Headquarters should explore providing Regions with 

additional workforce or budget supplements for penalty

collection. 


J. Cost Recovery 


Topic: 1. pecoverv of costs 


Status and Accomplishments 


The cost recovery program serves a dual purpose for CERCLA 

enforcement: recovery of revenues for the Fund, and encouragement

of voluntary PRP cleanup action by eliminating incentives for PRPs 

to wait for the government to do the work. It is inevitable that 

cost recovery lags behind Fund expenditure. 


EPA has approximately 26 current guidance documents which address 
cost recovery indirectly and 13 that address cost recovery direcqly; 
3 more are in draft. Specifically, the Superfund Cost Recovery
Strategy, guidance on Cost Recovery Actions/Statute of Limitations,
guidance on Direct Referral of cases to DOJ, guidance on Documenting
Decisions not to take Cost Recovery Actions, guidance on Financial 
Management of the Superfund Program, and State Superfund Financial 
Management and Recordkeeping guidance have been issued since the 
passage of SARA in October 1986.

* 
Issue: EPA is criticized for accepting cost recovery settlements 

7" for less than one hundred percent of total costs. However, 
not all Fund expenditures are feasible.for cost recovery.
When a settlement has been reached for a large portion of 
costs, it may be prohibitively expensive to negotiate or 
litigate for small remaining costs. Further, a8 discussed 
in the Superfund Management Review, the costs attributable 
to abandoned sites (sites with no PRPs) should not b8 
attributed.to other sites for collection: also comparisons
between revenue returned to the Fund and total amounts 
authorized for the Fund are misleading. 

Implementation Steps: 


0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, EPA will 
identify realistic expectations for the cost recovery 
program -- perhaps in part by clarifying what costs are 
realistically available for recovery and defining 100 
percent. 


0 	 Headquarters and the Regions will communicate cost recovery
priorities which stress receiving the highest return for 
each dollar invested. To effectively implement this goal, 
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these priorities should be promptly communicated to Congress

and the public. 


Topic: 2. m e ntation of All costs 


status and Accomplishments: 


PRPs are increasingly focusing on the documentation supporting

EPA's cost expenditures. However, documentation of all costs is a 

burdensome process. Enforcement resources can be used more 

efficiently if cost documentation questions are litigated less 

frequently. Further, some Federal agencies lack the appropriate 

systems to completely document their costs associated with working 

on a superfund site. 


In FY88, EPA convened a cost documentation work group to 

address some of these issues impeding cost documentation. As 

required in the Superfund Management Review, EPA is developing a 

regulation which identifies the documentation necessary to establish 

costs and expenditures in a cost recovery proceeding. 


Issue: 	 To continue its aggressive approach on cost recovery, EPA ',
should clarify or standardize cost documentation procedures. 

Implementation Steps: 


0 	 As suggested in the Superfund Management Review, EPA will 

enter into a formal agreement with some federal agencies on 

acceptable cost accounting and documantation standards. 


0 	 Headquarters should continue implementation of database 

systems (Integrated Financial Managment System, Superfund

Transactions Automated Retrieval Systems, category reports). 


o 	 Regional offices should consider establishing individual 

cost documentation/cost recovery support units to 

standardize procedures, conduct record maintenance training,

and develop necessary expertise. 


Topic: 3. m a l  Cost Recovery 

As stated in the Superfund Management Review, the three year 
statute of lidtations under CERCLA/SARA for removal actions has 
prompted an increased number of judicial referrals. The legal 
resources required to avoid the possibility of expired claims 
competes with legal resources needed for RD/RA negotiations and 
enforcement. Although EPA's top priorities for cost recovery action 
are remedial actions and removal actions that are valued at over 
$2QO,QQO, some litigation of small cost recoveries is e�ISential to 
maintain PRp incentives to settle. 



-- 
-- 
-- 

Issue: 	 The Agency cost recovery strategy does not precisely

identify priorities and procedures for addressing removal 

cost recovery actions. 


Implementation Steps: 


0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters
will establish a strategy for cost recovery of removal 
actions. The process should meet the objectives of 
maximizing revenue and maintaining incentives for PRPs to 
settle without diverting resources from other critical 
stages of the enforcement process. The strategy may
include: 

a minimum number of judicial referrals, to maintain the 

incentive to settle: 


use of arbitration or alternate dispute resolution (for 

cases under $500,000) prior to judicial referral; and 


an improved process f o r  ordering or negotiating and 
overseeing PRP removal actions, to minimize the numb& 
of cost recovery actions that will ha needed in 
subsequent years. 
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111. PROGRAM RELATIONSHIPS 


The Superfund program is administered by a number of EPA 

offices (e.g. Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Office 

of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring, Office of Administration 

and Resource Management), other Federal Agencies and the States. 

This Plan recognizes that revisions and/or changes to the current 

relationships established between these governmental entities should 

be explored. Critical to a successful Superfund program is 

streamlining or improving the present approach. Identified below 

are major areas where adjustments to the process should assist in 

achieving the goal of a more efficient and productive Superfund

enforcement program. 


A. FUND/ENFORCEMENT INTEGRATION 


The Superfund Management Review has recommended that the Agency
establish an integrated enforcement and response program. The 
Agency should encourage or compel PRPS to conduct the response
action at all sites where viable PRPs are found before using the 
Fund, except in emergencies. This "One Superfund Program -
Enforcement First" concept should lead to development of proper
skill mixes in Regional offices with staff working on a complete 
program approach. The following recommendations from the Superfund
Management Review are implementable methods of restructuring the 
existing two programs' relationship. 

o 	 The Agency should develop an integrated timeline for both 

enforcement and Fund-financed activities. The timeline should 

include deadlines for completing negotiations and issuing

administrative orders. The timeline should also reflect program

goals for completing phases of the response action, and serve as 

a benchmark for assessing progress at sites. 


o 	 The Agency should encourage a proper skill mix for support of 
cleanup work, specifically including enforcement actions. The 
Agency should encourage creating specialized units for 
enforcement support activities, such as PRP searches, cost 
recovery efforts and administrative record support in the 
Regions. 

Listed bel- are additional methods to assist in integrating 

response and enforcement activities. 


1. svstm 

Issue: 	 Until recently, the Agency classified sites either as Fund 
or enforcement-lead. This classification served two 
purposes. First, it identified sites to which enforcement 
activities would be addressed. Second, it was used for 
budgeting purposes to estimate the FTE and dollar needs f o r  
managing the program. For an integrated program the first 
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purpose no longer exists. The second purpose (budget

estimating) is still necessary, however, but must be 

structured to support the notion of enforcement actions 

being considered for every site. 


Implementation Step: 


o 	 Headquarters has eliminated the site classification system.
The integrated timeline will make clear that each site 
should undergo basic enforcement steps, beginning with early
PRP searches. Regions should continue to estimate for 
budgeting and planning purposes which sites are likely to be 
enforcement or  Fund-lead: Increased flexibility in funding
and the manner in which SPMS commitments are formulated will 
allow (and in fact encourage) greater use of enforcement 
tools. (See item 3. Flexible Funding.) 

2. m e a r ated Pr-


Issue: 	 The integrated fund and enforcement priorities matrix was 
originally designed to: identify relative program prioriyes
by listing major program activities for which resources are 
provided: and to provide a framework to estimate the funding
levels needed to support the activities. The overall goals
identified in the priorities matrix echo some of the major
themes of the Superfund Management Review: mitigate
immediate threats: move sites into cleanup using PRP . 
resources as a first resort; and maintain a baseline of 
supporting activities. 

Implementation Steps: 


0 	 The Agency should adopt for use in planning, budgeting and 

management activities the integrated priorities matrix 

approach for Headquarters and the Regions. 


3. -le Ranaing 

Flexible funding enhances the ability of the Regions to utilize 

funds initially targeted for Fund activities to leverage against

PRPs in enfo-ent negotiations. The threat to use the Fund and 

various enfoscoment tools (e.g., 5106 administrative orders (AOs)

and judicial raferrals) will achieve direct results by encouraging 

or compelling private parties to conduct the work. The additional 

gain would be the establishment of a credible threat that encourages

PRPs to participate in the settlement process. 


Issue: 	 Fund flexibility requires early involvement of the 

enforcement program in identification of PRPs and 

development of a thorough case strategy. AZter the PRP 

search and case strategy development phase, a decision can 

be made whether to proceed with the Fund or commence 
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enforcement activities. The presumption should be that the 

Agency will first attempt to pursue a negotiated PRP action. 


' 	 If the choice is made to enforce, a defined time period for 
negotiations must be established. If negotiations fail, one 
of two events should occur: 1) take additional enforcement 
action such as a 8106 action or 2) proceed with Fund-
financed activity without any significant delay. 

Implementation Steps: 


0 	 A multi-million dollar fund will be maintained at 
Headquarters in FY 90 to backup RD/RA negotiations. This is 
in addition to the lump sum RD account which the Regions can 
adjust between sites. Headquarters and RegfDons should 
explore whether more flexibility is needed. 

4 .  tieadauarters/Re- 0- Review 

Issue: 	 The present organizational structure of the Agency, 
especially Headquarters, might benefit from potential \ 
rearrangement or modifications. Some Regions have already
reorganized their Superfund offices and successfully
integrated the Fund and enforcement elements. 

Implementation Steps: 


0 	 As stated in the Superfund Management Review, Headquarters
will consider the benefits of conducting a review of 
Headquarters and Regional operations for possible
restructuring of some of the offices and/or functions. 

B. H.EADQUARTERS/REGIONAL/DCJ RELATIONSHIPS 

1. -tent Go-

Issue: 	 Technical staff and attorneys perceive that each have 

different goals when pursuing settlements. 


Technical staff are tasked with achieving a quick and technically 

proper cleanup while attorneys are tasked with developing legally

defensible and protective documents. 


Implementation Steps: 


0 	 Headquarters, Regions, and the Department of Justice (DOJ)
should identify and commit to shared short and long-term
goals and objectives �or the program (e.g., in the 

''OEM has established a workgroup to review problems and/or
issues related to flexible funding. 
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Interagency Agreement (IAG)) with a clear statement of their 

relationship to Congress and the public. These shared goals

must encompass the enforcement program as a whole as well as 

individual site situations. A s  stated in the Superfund
Management Review, EPA (Headquarters and Regions) and DOJ 
will hold a top-level conference to ensure consensus on 

these goals. 


0 	 A s  stated in the Superfund Management Review, EPA and W J  
will establish a mandatory site management planning process
for use by Headquarters, Regions and DOJ that would set out 
a coordination process among offices and Agencies involved. 

0 	 Whenever appropriate, EPA should provide explicit and early
opportunities for DoJ involvement in site management
planning and negotiations. This will require development of 
routine communication and management systems to assure all 
necessary offices are involved. 

2. m/Accountabilitv/Reeourcecl \ 

Issue: 	 There is frustration in both EPA and DOJ at their perceived
inability to hold the other organization accountable for 
activities critical to the success of the enforcement 
process. The legal arms of the enforcement process do not 
view themselves as full partners in budget planning.
Regional counsel are frequently perceived as underfunded. 

Implementation Steps: 


0 	 Headquarters should assure adequate DOJ funding through the 
IAG that is closely coupled with their accountability for 
timely enforcement action. 

0 	 Headquarters should involve Regional counsel and DOJ in the 
determination and accountability of the Superfund
Comprehensive Accomplishments Plan (SCAP) and Strategic
Planning and Management System (SPMS) commitments, and 
development of case/site management plans. 

3 .  I)alesations/nanaaemenf 

In FY 88, two different civil judicial enforcement authorities 

were delegated almost entirely to the Regional Administrators. 

Settlement authority is now delegated to the Regional Administrators 

for cases to be settled involving past and future Cost8 totaling

under $500,000. Additionally, the Assistant Administrators for the 

Office of Solid Waste and mergency Response and the Office of 

Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring signed a memorandum waiving

their concurrence on settlements for numerous categoriea of CERCLA 

cas-. 

The authority to refer CERCLA civil judicial action8 to DOJ was 
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modified in April 1989. Under the new procedures, almost all 

classes of cases that may be brought under CERCLA are directly

referred to DOJ (Office of Waste Programs Enforcement/Office of 

Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring review without concurrence). 


Issue: 	 There is concern that situations may have occasionally

arisen in which EPA Headquarters should have been consulted 

on a particular case but notification is provided late, and 

commitments may have already been made at the negotiations

table. Further, the reduction in the level of Headquarters

review of cases that has occurred, as a result of recent 

delegations, could force DOJ into the role of ensuring

national uniformity in settlements. 


Implementation Steps: 


0 	 The role of Headquarters and DOJ should be established as 
early as possible in development of a case involving a 
potential referral or settlement. Headquarters should 
complete its work on establishing protocols for coordinating
pre-referral negotiations among the Regions, Headquarters
and DOJ. Identification of roles and responsibilities may'
assist in providing early warning of cases or issues that 
may require Headquarters concurrence/consultation. 

Issue: 	 Regional and DOJ staff have questioned the effectiveness of 
the Settlement Decision Committee (SDC), which has no 
provision for reaching final agreement absent consensus 
except by escalating issues to EPA Assistant Administrators 
and the DOJ Assistant Attorney General. 

Implementation Steps: 


0 	 Headquarters should create an enforcement expediter position

within the Agency with the primary function of facilitations 

prompt resolution of enforcement or settlement issues among

Regions, DOJ or Headquarters. 


0 	 Headquarters should revitalize and streamline the SDC 
process to quickly resolve case-specific issues. For 
example, strive for a goal of a 5-7 working day deadline for 
a meeting. 

4. C o m m u n i c a  


Issue: 	 Communication between Regions, Headquarters, and DOJ is 
often difficult. There is also a need to assure that all 
three parties have access to the same information resources. 
Database systems currently used by OECM, OWPE, and Mw are 
incompatible. 

Implementation Steps: 
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0 	 The Agency should assure that enforcement and settlement 

decisions are communicated in a timely fashion, while 

assuring that enforcement sensitive infomation is 

protected. Development of a national training and 

information exchange program for communicating current 

enforcement issues will assist in the effort. 


0 	 Headquarters and DOJ should quickly reach agreement on and 

distribute model settlement language. The draft model 

consent decree now being developed can help significantly. 


0 	 Headquarters and DOJ should study the possibility of 

integrating their individual database systems. 


0 	 Headquarters should continue the development of the 

Enforcement Bulletin in conjunction with the Waste 

Attorney's Bulletin and effective communication of 

negotiation positions. 


' Issue: 	 Technical and legal questions overlap in the Superfund

enforcement process. Technical staff argue that lawyers

intrude on technical prerogatives, while attorneys question

the sensitivity of technical staff to legal implications. 


Implementation Step: 


0 	 The Agency should implement "cross-training' sessions for 

technical and legal staff to sensitize them to the concerns 

and view points of each others' offices. 


C .  STATE/FEDERAL RELATIONSHIP 

EPA and State representatives from the Superfund Management
Review agreed that the State/Federal relationship should be 
reexamined after the release of the Administrator's report. The 
State/Federal relationship is a critical part of the program and one 
that needs a comprehensive review. The fostering of a strong
State/Federal-partnership has been promoted in the last few years
and strides have been made in improving both communication between 
the Regions and States and commitment of resources (both Etaff and 
grants) to States to assist in their program development . 

" "Interim Final Guidance Package on Funding CERCLA State 

Enforcement Actions at NPL Sites," April 7, 1988, OSWER Directive 

number 9831.6a-66. "Counting State-lead Enforcement NPL Sites 

toward the CERCLA 4116(e) Remedial Action Start Mandate,' October 

21, 1988, OSWER Directive number 9831.8. "Supporting State Attorney

General CERCLA Remedial and Enforcement Response Activities at NPL 

Sites," June 21, 1988, OSWER Directive number 9831.7. 
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Issue: 	 Presently, there is no comprehensive framework for 
State/Federal relations in CERCLA enforcement. Both 
entities have a role to play in the cleanup of National 
Priorities List (NPL) and non-NPL sites. Limits in the 
number of State/Federal conflicts and resource duplication 
can be achieved if consistency in approach and guidance can 
be attained. Additionally, gains in expertise and 
capabilities by the States can only aid EPA in addressing
the cleanup problems. 

Implementation

1 0  
Steps: 


EPA should strive to minimize whenever possible its 

oversight of State response actions, and maximize the use of 

qualified States for oversight of PRP cleanups. State-lead 

enforcement actions can assist the Agency in meeting its
!

I statutory goals for remedial action. Regions should be 
I willing to commit and provide financial resources, for State 
\ enforcement activities.
I
b The Superfund Management Review recomends working to 

resolve the fundamental policy question of what the long-, 
I term role of States will be in the Superfund program. �PA 
I and the States will work to develop short and long-term 
1 strategies to enhance State program capability, improve 
1 State performance at State-lead Superfund sites, and foster 

State remedial activity at sites not on �PAIS NPL. 
I The �PA/State Enforcement workgroup will be instructed to 

I 	 prioritize key issues in the State/Federal relationship and 

to develop options and recommendations for the EPA 
Management/ State Environmental Commissioners meetings. 

I D. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND PUBLIC OUTREACH1 
The Superfund Management Review took a close look at the need for 


the 'Agency to be more responsive to citizens' concerns with and 

intebsts in the Superfund program. The Superfund Management

Review's recommendations endorse increased involvement by citizens 

in Superfund decisions at each stage of the Superfund process and 

enco;rage managers to be more responsive to issues raised by the 

publ c. One critical area for enforcement that the Agency must work 

to c1 ange ia the belief that PRPs are provided better information 

than the public. 


TI e enforcement program plays a major role in educating the 
publ c regarding the need to work with PRPs to move settlements 
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along and achieve site cleanup12. The public will need to 

understand the rationale behind the “enforcement-first” approach.

The public can be a great ally for the program once the public

understands the process the Agency undergoes to bring a PRP to 

settlement. 


Issue: 	 Currently, EPA lacks a complete strategy for communication 

of the goals of the Superfund enforcement program on a 

national scale. There are two factions to which outreach 

must be directed: 1) parties with direct interest (e.g.,

PRPs, environmental organizations, media) and 2) the general

public. 


Implementation Steps: 


0 	 The enforcement program should look to expanding the use of 
simple fact sheets and pamphlets that the Remedial Project
Managers (or On-Scene Coordinators) can distribute to the 
public. The public’s awareness of the various tools they
have regarding information (i.e., administrative record file 
or information repositories)can assist in involving the ,
public earlier in the decision-making process.
As the Superfund Management Review highlighted, a commitment 
of resources is essential for Regions to provide enough
staff to work more closely with the public. 

0 	 The Superfund Management Review recommanded making public
education a Superfund priority for all front-line managers
and staff. EPA should educate the public (Congress,
environmental and industry groups, State and local 
organizations and general public) as to the realistic 
expectations and achievements of the Superfund program
(enforcement and Fund) through such actions as public

forums, speeches, and press releases. Such activities can 

stress the reinvigorated use of the enforcement process,

plus create a positive image for thoee PRPs who choose to 

settle with EPA and send a negative message about 

recalcitrant PRPs. 


’‘ “Community Relations during Enforcement Activities and 
Development of the Administrative Record,“ November 3, 1988, OS-R 
Directive number 9836.0-1A. 
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IV. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 


This Superfund Enforcement Strategy and Implementation Plan 

does not attempt to quantify the resource implications of these 

recommendations. However, the fOllOWing conclusions can be drawn 

from the report. 


0 	 Enforcement is Staff intensive. Process and management

reforms can achieve only limited improvements without 

resources. Thus, the recommendations of this Plan are 

contingent upon adequate resources. 


0 	 Increased resources for enforcement and oversight of private 

party response is ultimately a worthwhile investment,

because it allows EPA to leverage private party resources 

for cleanup. Fund-financed response postpones but does not 

eliminate the need for enforcement through cost recovery. 


0 	 Increased enforcement activity should help to leverage
additional private party resources, but it is 
counterproductive to cut the resources available for Pund
financed design and construction. The threat of Fund use ' 
for response action is a demonstrated effective incentive 
for private party cleanup. 

0 	 EPA should establish consistent priorities by identifying

the appropriate resources and the relative priority of 

specific steps in the process. EPA must minimize erratic 

and inconsistent signals 'and competing demands on 

enforcement personnel. 


0 	 Enforcement activities are critical at all stages of 
response. It is not possible to run an effective program by
diverting resources from one stage of the process (e.g., PRP 
searches) to another (e.g., negotiations for remedial design
and remedial action). The enforcement process needs to be 
sustained at each step. 

0 	 Many sites are reaching the stage of negotiations for 
remedial design and remedial construction with PRPs willing
and ablato do work and commit resources. EPA must have 
adequate resources �or negotiations and oversight at these 
sites. 

0 	 EPA can make the enforcement process more efficient. For 

example, a cost recovery regulation should make the cost 

recovery process more efficient. 


0 	 Implementation of the recommendations in this Plan may
require increases in the enforcement budget for FY90 and 
FY91. 
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APPENDIX A 


HOUSE AND SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEES REPORT LANGUAGE 

HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS LANGUAGE 


In attempting to meet the statutorily mandated schedules for 

remedial investigation/feasibility studies (RI/FS) and cleanup 

starts, EPA has relied primarily on contractors paid with trust fund 

monies instead of aggressively seeking private party cleanups.

Unfortunately, the enforcement program has come to be viewed by EPA 

staff as too burdensome and time consuming to justify serious 

attention or resources. The overwhelming reliance on trust fund 

financing as the path of least resistance has created two serious 

problems. First, it squanders Superfund's finite rbources on a 

relatively few projects, limiting the number of sites which can 

ultimately be cleaned up. This is contrary to the legislation's

clear intent that the trust fund be used to '11everage8'privately

financed actions wherever possible. 


Second, this approach has undermined the credibility of the 

Superfund enforcement program. Instead of creating incentives fad 

private parties to accept early responsibility for cleanups, EPA'S 

passive approach to enforcement has rewarded recalcitrants by giving

them, at a minimum, a "free ride" during the lengthy feasibility

study and design process. Unless these two problems are corrected 

through fundamental changes in management philosophy and approach,

the Superfund program is destined to failure. 


The Agency's reliance on trust fund monies to initiate remedial 
actions is based on the supposition that reimbursements can be won 
from private parties in subsequent cost recovery actions. However,
EPA's cost recovery program is either non- existent or ineffective 
in all but one region. Over $300,000,000 in claims has already been 
forfeited due to cost accounting deficiencies. And the policy of 
postponing recovery initiatives until years in the future has 
reduced prospects for successful recovery and undermined the 
credibility of Superfund enforcement in general. An underlying 
cause of these problems is that EPA's internal management system and 
source allocation process provide absolutely no incentives for site 
managers and regional staff to enforce private cleanups and win 
early cost recoveries. 

The Environmental Protection Agency is directed to submit a 

report by January 1, 1989, providing recommendations for program,

policy, and management changes which will create meaningful,

positive incentives 1) for regional staff to achieve enforcement 
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settlements and cost recoveries, and 2 )  for responsible parties 
to settle and undertake privately financed RI/FS's and cleanups. In 

undertaking this evaluation, the Agency is urged to consult with the 

states, the environmental community, responsible parties and other 

experts. Up to $500,000 is authorized to be reprogrammed for this 

purpose in 1988. 


SENATE APPROPRIATIONS LANGUAGE 


The Superfund Enforcement Program, due to its inherently

adversarial nature, often leads to disagreements and delays. The 

committee is aware that enforcement philosophies and strategies may

differ significantly among EPA's Office of Waste Programs

Enforcement, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring, Office 

of General Counsel, regional offices, and the Department of Justice. 

Much better defined procedures, policy guidelines, and criteria are 

needed in a timely fashion to give consistency to the Superfund 

program. In order to accelerate cleanup activities the Agency is 

instructed to undertake a formal evaluation of Superfund

enforcement. Specifically, it should determine how the three 

headquarters enforcement-related offices, the program office and the 

Department of Justice cause delays, misdirection, inconsistency ahd 

otherwise may delay regional offices in their Superfund enforcement 

effort. This effort should develop a consistent framework of 

enforcement policies and the procedures needed to assure their 

implementation. Specific recommendations should also address ways 

to assure policy level review of enforcement agreements in the 

Regions on an expedited basis; policy level reviews should be 

defined with some specificity; and provisions for referral to 

Headquarters of cases requiring policy level reviews in an expedited

basis should be provided. 


, 
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LIST OF WFORCEmNT ISSUES RAISED BY REWRTS ON SUPERFUND 


The following is a list of studies of Superfund conducted from 

1986 until the present. The studies are arranged according to the 

organization that prepared them. 


CONGRESSIONAL 


Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) 


1. "Are We Cleaning Up? Ten Superfund Case Studiaslt1
OTA, June 

1988. 


Numerous findings were provided. No recommendations specific to 

enforcement were included. 


2. 	 IIAssessing Contractor Use in Superfund,11OTA, January 29, 1989. 


No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 

I 

General Accounting Office (GAO) \ 

3. %.uperfund: Overview of EPA's Contract Laboratory Program,n GAO,

October 1987. 


Comprised of a fact sheet. Did not raise issues. 


4. 'lSuperfund: Improvements Needed in Workforce l4anagement,Iu GAO,

October 1987. 


No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


5. "Superfund: Extent of Nation's Potential Hazardous Waste Problem 

Still Unknown,11GAO, December 1987. 


No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


6. lSuperfund: Cost Growth on Remedial Construction ActivitiesI1' 

GAO, February 1988. 


No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


7. lqSuperfunbContracts: EPA Needs to Control Contractor Costs," 
GAO, July 1988. 


NO recommendation8 specific to enforcement were included. 
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8. "Report on Environmental Protection: Protecting Human Health and 
the Environment Through Improved Management,*l GAO, 1988. 

No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


9. "Report on Hazardous Waste: Future Availability of and Need for 

Treatment Capacity are Uncertain," GAO, 1988. 


No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


10. 	 '9Superfund: Missed Statutory Deadlines Slow Progress in 
Environmental Programs," GAO, January 26, 1989. 

No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


11. 	 "Interim Assessment of EPA's Superfund Program,f*GAO at 

Senator Lautenberg's request, October 1988. 


In October, 1988, the GAO delivered to Senator Frank Lautenberg

in his capacity as chairman of the Subcommittee on Superfund and 

Environmental Oversight, an interim report on Superfund

Enforcement. The purposes of the GAO study were three: 

assessment of the agency's use of its enforcement tools to 

achieve CERCLA goals; analysis of ways to improve the cost 

recovery program; and evaluation of the adequacy of the Agency's

Superfund planning and management systems. 


The interim report covered the first two areas. It found that 

the enforcement program could do better in using available tools 

and in recovering costs. In particular, the study concluded 

that: 


0 	 the adequacy and timeliness of EPA searches for 

potentially responsible parties liable for site cleanup 

are continuing problems: 


0 	 the tracking and follow-up of information request

letters used to further establish the liability of 

potentially responsible parties for a site have been 

inconsistent; 


0 	 roasons for not using unilateral administrative orders 
to compel responsible party cleanup of sites are not 
ful ly  documented; 
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0 	 special notice letters used to start negotiations for 

responsible party cleanups are not being issued on a 

timely basis; and 


0 	 efforts to recover Superfund monies used to clean up

sites have been untimely and have been hampered by

accounting system problems. 


Senator Lautenberg 


12. 	 "Sixteen Recommendations for Improving the Superfund . 
Program." Two reports dated December 1987 and October 1988. 

of the sixteen (actually seventeen) recommendations, the 
following.were specific to enforcement: -

0 	 Training institutes should emphasize contracts 

management, legal training and site management; 


0 	 EPA should improve site work oversight by assuring that 
site managers receive backup from other Regional staff 
and by keeping caseloads manageable; 

0 	 EPA should replenish the fund, and push the program
forward by aggressively using all its enforcement 
tools, and establish enforcement consistency throughout
the Regions. Vigorous enforcement will also provide
incentives for settlements: 

0 	 EPA should also set aside funds for cleanup in the 
event settlement negotiations fail: 

0 	 To move cases along more efficiently, EPA should push
for more specialization and more thorough case 
development by Regional legal staff: and 

0 	 EPA should also explore whether creating legal
expediter positions in the Regions and/or Headquarters 
can streamline the process. 

13. 	 Housr Appropriations Committee Study oc Superfund, December 

1988. 
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,Of the ten reports presented, two covered issues specific to 

enforcement: 


1. Status of EPA 's Suuerfund Proaram. Specifies that getting

polluters to be responsible for cleanup was a major goal which 

�PA has not recognized. Accuses EPA of running a public works 

program instead. Calls for improved performance in both 

enforcement-led initiatives and cost recovery. 


2. 20 t. Settlement negotiations
with PRP's-generally protracted, difficult, and complex. There 
are problems especially with multiple PRP's and multiple
Federal/State levels of review. EPA case development activities 
(relating to cost documentation, administrative record, PRP 

searches, and evidence supporting liability) could be improved.

Also, improvements could be made in cost recovery performance. 


zax?Zs 
Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Managenent
Officials (ASTSWMO) \ 

14. Letter to Lew Crampton, EPA, ASTSWMO, February 7, 1989. 


The ASTSWMO letter raised the following issues and 

recommendations: 


-a 1: Several States and EPA have proven that with adequate

funding to back up enforcement negotiations, the number of 

enforcement settlements increased dramatically. 


Recommendation 1: Use available funds to support

enforcement negotiations first, then for the remedial 

process. 


-2: Some lawyers by their training (case-by-case methods) 
are not likely to be effective leaders in increasing
Superfund/RCRA case handling production. 

Recommendation 1: Allow program personnel to regain control 

of -program from the lawyers. 


EPA has been relying too heavily on Fund-lead
-3r
activities while not placing enough emphasis on getting PRPs to 
undertake or pay for cleanups. This is contrary to Congressional

intent. 
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Recommendation 1: Integrate the fund-financed and 
enforcement efforts so one complements the other under a 
program strategy which seeks PRP commitments in the first 
instance and spends money where PRPs are unwilling o r  unable 
to do the work. 

Recommendation 2: EPA should work with States to provide

tools such as funding and standardized enforcement 

approaches and agreements which help build State enforcement 

programs. 


National Governor's Association (NGA) 


15. 	 Recommendations made to the Bush transition team, NGA,

January 30, 1989. 


NGA provided the following issues and recomendations: 


EPA should place greater emphasis on compelling
-1:
cleanup by responsible parties. While using the Fund at sites 
enables EPA to move faster at many sites, it inevitably threatens 
the long-term solvency of the Trust Fund. 


Recommendation 1: Help build State enforcement programs by

providing States with tools such as funding, flexibility to 

use Fund monies if negotiations fail, and standardized 

documents to execute enforcement agreements. 


National Association of Attorneys General (NMG) 

16. 	 Recommendations for Environmental Protection in the 199O's, 
NAAG, February 9, 1989. 

The issues and recommendations raised by NAAG are as follows: 


0 	 Expand funds available for State-lead enforcement 

cases. 


0 Fund States to assist in cost recovery efforts. 


0 	 W i s i o n s  regarding using RCRA or CERCLA authority at a 
site should be made jointly by EPA and the State. 



. 


0 	 Increase the emphasis on enforcement actions against

responsible parties. 


0 	 Funds should be earmarked for enforcement and States 

should be notified of their availability. 


NON-GOVERNMENTAI.# 

17. "Making Superfund Work," Clean Sites Inc., January 1989. 


clean Sites, Inc.'s major recommendations are as follows: 


Recommendation 1: Maximize enforcement and settlement to 

increase responsible party cleanups. 


1. 	 To increase the number of site cleanups while 
conserving Fund monies, EPA should accelerate 
implementation of a strategic enforcement program: 

a) 	 EPA should direct a significant number of \ 
administrative orders and judicial enforcement 
actions toward recalcitrant responsible parties to 
impel them to undertake or participate in site 
cleanups: 

b) 	 EPA should increase the number of cost recovery
actions brought against responsible parties, where 
government funds have been used to conduct cleanup
activities, and should file these actions sooner. 

2 .  	 EPA should implement incentives to obtain responsible 
party agreements to undertake site cleanups, such as 
structuring settlements so that viable non-settlors are 
penalized in subsequent litigation by paying more than 
if they had settled. 

3 .  	 EPA should establish realistically high goals for the 
number of responsible party cleanups and hold its 
Regional offices accountable for meeting these goals
through a combination of enforcement actions and 
settlements. 

4. 	 EPA should implement incentives to obtain responsible 

party agreements to undertake site cleanups including

expanding the use of mixed 
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funding nd de minimis settlements, making non-s ttlors 

pay more after subsequent litigation, looking to non

settlors first to cover subsequent site costs. 


Recommendation 2: Improve the remedy-selection process 


1. 	 EPA should explain how the different selection of 

remedy criteria in Section 121 are to be evaluated and 

weighed. 


2. 	 EPA should continue to encourage "early actions" 
including those undertaken by PRPs and develop %ode1 
remedies .*I 

3. 	 An appropriate array of treatability studies should be 

included in the RI/FS at any site where there is 

significant uncertainty regarding the remedies being

considered. 


4 .  	 Headquarters and Regions should establish panels to 
review technical issues. 

\ 

5 .  EPA should establish and make easily accessible and 
well publicized the library of Records of Decisions 

(RODS) for Regional use. 


6 .  	 EPA should aggressively implement the technical 
assistance grant program. 

Recommendation 3: Manage the Superfund program for optimal 

progress 


1. 	 EPA should continue to delegate site-specific decision-

making authority to the Regions. Regional

Administrators should be more accountable to 

Headquarters. 


_I 2. 	 Regional decisions regarding site cleanup technology
should be subject to a limited and expedited
discretionary administrative appeals process to HQ to 
ensure consistency and redress administratively any
factual errors. 

3 .  	 Roloe and responsibilities both in the Regions and HQ
should be clearly defined. 
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4. 	 Remedial project manager positions should be upgraded,

and staff should be provided with training. 


5. HQ and Regions should not be reorganized at this time. 


Recommendation 4: Define new measures of program success 


1. 	 EPA should track measures of program success that focus 

on achievements (i.e., speed of site cleanup, the 

number of sites financed by PRPs), rather than focusing

primarily on inputs (i.e., RI starts). 


2 .  	 EPA should provide the public with understandable,
timely and easily acceptable information regarding
Superfund progress. 

18. 	 ilBluePrint for the Environment," Consortium of 

Environmental Groups, December 1988. 


of the major recommendations outlined, the one specific to 

enforcement is as follows: 


i 

Recommendation: The Environmental Protection Agency should . 
make greater use of the Superfund statute giving the Agency
authority to order potentially responsible parties to 
conduct remedial investigations and feasibility studies and 
site remedial actions; this authority includes unilateral 
administrative orders which trigger treble damage penalties
if violated and strict joint and several liability. 

Implementation Steps: 


1) 	 By June 30, 1989, each EPA Regional Office should 
nominate at least twenty percent OS the sites at which 
it is presently negotiating with PRPs for a unilateral 
administrative order to be followed by an enforcement 
suit if the administrative order is not complied with. 
Attorneys from the Regional Offices, the OSSice of 
Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring and the 
Enforcement Section of the Department of Justice's 
Lands and Natural Resources Division should work 
together to develop these lawsuits. 
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2 )  	 By October 3 0 ,  1989 ,  the Assistant Administrator for 
the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response should 
report to the appropriate Congressional Committees 
(including the Oversight and Investigations
Subcommittee of the House Energy and Commerce 
committee) on EPA’s progress towards achieving this 
goal. By January 1, 1990 ,  each EPA Regional Office 
should designate another twenty percent (or more) for 
similar treatment; Congress should receive another 
report by April 30, 1990 .  

19 .  	 “Right Train, Wrong Track: Failed Leadership in the 
Superfund Program,18Environmental Defense Fund, Hazardous 
Waste Treatment Council, National Wildlife Federation,
Natural Resources Defense Council, Sierra Club, U . S .  PIRG,
June 1988.  

No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


20. “Mandate for Leadership 1x1. Policy Strategies for the 

1 9 9 O 1 s f t 8Heritage Foundation, 1989. 

\ 
The issues and recommendations specific to enforcement are as 

follows: 

0 	 PRP’s should have the option to seek independent
arbitration for cleanup responsibility and costs. EPA 
should be limited to assigning costs proportionate to 

’” each party’s share of responsibility if parties agree
* 
I, 	 to binding arbitration. Once an EPA-supervised cleanup

is completed; all firms that complied with the findings
under arbitration should be released from future 
private tort liability. Questions of liability for 
injuries incurred prior to cleanup should be left up to 
the States. Finns refusing to participate could still 
be sued for the remaining cost 02 the cleanup. 

21. 	 IOToward A More Effective Superfund Enforcement Program,”
Environmental Law Institute, March 1989. 

The major fesues, findings and recommendations of the ELI Report 
are out1in.d below: 

A. 	 ELI mraluated two major aspects of the Superfund enforcement 

program: the legal enforcement structure (including

policies, procedures, guidance, law and 
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court decisions), and the institutional arrangements for 

implementing the Superfund enforcement program. 


B. 	 The enforcement analysis provides a theory of enforcement 

from which basic principles are derived, describes existing

enforcement in the Superfund program, and then applies the 

basic principles in an example national enforcement 

strategy. The main points are: 


1. EPA needs an integrated national enforcement strategy

(jointly with the Department of Justice) which is 

vigorously implemented because: 


a. 	 a national strategy is the most effective,

especially with limited resources: and 


b. 	 the reasonable expectation of punishment elicits 

cooperation. 


2. 	 The national enforcement strategy should be based on 
the principle of creating a reasonable expectation 
among responsible parties that: 

\ 

a. 	 it will be less costly to fulfill their legal

obligations on the government's terms than to fail 

to meet those obligations; and 


b. 	 the risks of trying to escape the costs of 

cooperation is outweighed by the risk of incurring

the cost of government detection and punishment. 


3. The tasks necessary to implement this principle are: 


a. 	 create the legal obligation by identifying the 

site, response action, and responsible party, and 

making the requirement explicit (orders lor work 

or demands for payment); 


b. 	 detect those parties who are responsible for 

cleanup: 


c. 	 communicate to the responsible parties their 

obligations and the risks and consequences of 

failing to comply: 
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d. punish those who don't comply in a timely fashion. 


4 .  	 ELI evaluated the existing Superfund enforcement 
program, and found that it did not have a national 
strategy or conform to their basic principles. 

5. 	 Although ELI provided a detailed, national strategy,

they stress that it is only and example, and that the 

key is to have a strategy that meets the basic 

principles, is thought through to the details, and is 

vigorously implemented. Key elements of ELI'S example

eniorcement strategy include: 


0 	 improved information gathering with respect 
to cost documentation, compilation of 
administrative record, PRP searches, and 
information requests to PRPs; 

0 	 greater use of unilateral administrative 
orders �or response actions, creating the 
potential for treble damage recovery for 
noncompliance without sufficient cause; and 

0 	 communicate the risks of non-compliance,
through publicizing successful cases and 
through strategies developed with other 
agencies regarding liability under other 
laws. 

The institutional analysis covers three areas: performance 
measures, organizational structure, and resources and 
resource allocation. As before, ELI begins with basic 
management principles, then covers shortcomings in the 
existing program, and finally presents options for 
improvement, describing both their pros and cons. ELI 
points out that improvements in the three areas are 
complementary and not intended to stand alone. 

1. p.The existing measures (SPMS h 
SCAP) are not consistently successful in motivating
personnel: ignore quality; are not 
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sufficiently linked to the ultimate enforcement 

objectives: and do not measure or reward multi-year

performance. 


a. 	 Option 1 - replace SPMS targets with enforcement-
oriented targets (such as successful PRP 
searches). 

b. 	 Option 2 - reduce the number of SPMS & SCAP 
targets to a smaller number of performance 
measures such as PRP financing as a percentage of 
total costs). 

c. 	 Option 3 - develop and use multi-year performance 
targets in addition to annual and quarterly 
targets. 

2. 	 Structw. Under the existing structure 
it is unclear who has ultimate responsibility for a 
national enforcement strategy: responsibility for an 
enforcement strategy is not accompanied by necessary ,
authority: personnel (staff and contractors) are not 
always appropriately skilled. 

a. 	 Options 1-3 - develop a range of options for 
restructuring headcruartars responsibilities from 
major changes to keeping the current structure. 

b. 	 Options 4-5 - establish separate information 
gathering units and enforcement records units in 
aach to help ensure that the personnel are 
qualified. 

c. 	 Option 6 - obtain authorization for ORC or OECM 
attorneys to represent EPA in court by having the 
DOJ selectively deputize qualified EPA attorneys. 

d. 	 Options 7-8 - establish DOJ Regional offices to 
facilitate their early involvement, o r  allocate 
FTE's to U . S .  Attorney's offices SO that they can 
provide litigation support to EPA Regional
offices. 

e, 	 Option 9 - redraft and enforce the MOU with DOJ in 
order to exercise greater control over the 
enforcement program. 
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f. Option 10 - improve the training of ORC attorneys. 

3 .  	 Tbe Resource Allocation Process. There are four 
problems associated with the existing system: 

0 	 The existing allocation process creates an 

incentive system that lowers the priority of 

enforcement activities because of the 

relationship between performance measures and 

resource allocation. 


0 	 The use of national average pricing factors 

limits the resources available for 

enforcement activities, resulting in 

inadequate resources for some Regions. 


0 	 Real and perceived restrictions on the use of 
resources by Regions reduces their ability to 
respond to unexpected enforcement needs by
reallocating resources. \ 

0 	 The site classification system artificially
limits the range of enforcement tools 
available for each site and restricts the use 
of certain tools at crucial times. 

a. 	 Option 1 - Make specific allocations for 
preparation and maintenance of administrative-* records and cost documentation. 


b. 	 Option 2 - Encourage Regional pricing of site-
specific activities instead of using national 
pricing factors. 

c. 	 Option 3 - Reduce restrictions on the Regions' use 
of resources, allowing reallocations to occur to 
meet contingencies or address prioritha. 

d. 	 Option 4 - Create a central fund for remedial 
actions to create appropriate incentives for 
Regions and PRPs, and provide headquarters with 
greater control. 
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e. 	 ODtion 5 - Eliminate the site classification 
requirement as fund-lead, enforcement-lead, or 
PRP-lead in order to make better use of 
enforcement tools. 

f. 	 Option 6 - Increase total FTE's for the Superfund 
program. 

22. 	 **SuperfundFrom the Industry Perspective: Suggestions to 

Improve and Expedite the Superfund Remediation Process,*' 

Consortium of Industries, February 1989. 


The consortium of industry groups provided the following findings

and recommendations: 


m i n u  a: EPA and industry must cooperate in order to maximize 
the number of sites addressed and to avoid squandering money on 
nonproductive transaction costs. 

u 2: Liability is usually not an issue. Main issues of 
concern to EPA and industry are settlement, selection of remedy.
and equitable allocation of costs. \ 

-3: The Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study (RI/FS) 
process frequently takes too long, is far too costly, focuses on 
irrelevant considerations, fails to collect necessary data,
collects extraneous data, and fails to provide an adequate basis 
for selection of a remedy. 

Recommendation 1: Potentially responsible parties (PRPs) 
must be notified of their potential liability prior to the 
start of an RI/FS, and EPA and the PRPs should start and 
maintain a technical dialogue which will reduce the cost of 
technical studies. 

Recommendation 2: To streamline the RI/FS, the universe of 

alternative remedies reviewed should eliminate alternatives 

that are determined to be infeasible, and should focus on 

one realist% remedy rather than on every conceivable 

remedy. 


Recanwndation 3: Model RI/FS's should be developad for 
classu of sites. 

Recarrndation 4: EPA should consider whether son0 aspects

of the site remediation can be implemented prior to the 

completion of the RI/FS. Conversely, EPA should not force 

PRP's to undertake interim measure8 which are not consistant 

with the expected final remedy. 
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Recommendation 5: EPA and industry should establish a 
national clearinghouse on remedies. 

Recommendation 6: EPA HQ and Regional staff should meet 
with industry representatives to discuss RI/FS streamlining. 

Findina Q: EPA needs to ensure equitable treatment of all 
parties. Past settlement negotiations have not pursued enough
recalcitrant Parties. As a result settlements have become much 
more difficult because cooperative companies are reluctant to 
shoulder the costs and burdens of cleaning up the waste of 
recalcitrants. 

Recommendation 1: EPA should use its investigatory powers
early on in the process to identify and pursue all PRPs at 
each site, and should share this information with PRP groups
which may a lso  be pursuing a similar effort. 

Recommendation 2: EPA should consider good faith claims 
that certain PRPs are not liable or that EPA has 
miscalculated their contribution. \ 

Rscommendation 3: EPA should use available settlement tools 
(- * settlements, NBARS, and mixed funding) to 
facilitate settlement, discourage litigation and encourage
cleanups. 

De mj.&& settlements should be allowed early using a 
premium that reflects the uncertainties at the site, and the 
money from these settlements should go to an escrow fund for 
cleanup, not to the Superfund or to EPA for past costs. 

NBARS should be provided as a starting point for allocation 
of responsibility, if the PRPs so desire. Development of 
presumptive liability shares for owner/operator and 
transporters would also facilitate settlement. 

Mixed funding should be approved on an expedited basis to 

provide seed money to start cleanups more quickly. In order 

to be effective, projects funded this way should not be 

subject to federal procurement regulations which were not 

design& for this type of situation, and which may add 

greatly to the delay and cost of cleanup. 
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. Findina 5: Time and effort of both industry and EPA are wasted 
in negotiating language of certain clauses of consent decrees 
(CD's) m d  administrative orders (AO's) which are of little 
practical significance (i.e., jurisdiction). 

Recommendation 1: Standardize the language of the following

clauses for CD's and AOIs: Jurisdiction, Permits,

Haieure, Stipulated Penalties, Disclaimer of Liability,

Dispute Resolution, Indemnification of EPA, and Claims 

Against the Fund. (Suggested language is provided in the 

report). 


. .na 6: EPA should begin a dialogue with industry concerning 
yeanup standards. There is uncertainty on the part of EPA and 
private parties as to what the SARA provisions require and how 
they will be implemented. Without clarification, settlements 
will be difficult and sometimes impossible. 

Recommendation 1: EPA should recognize that in certain 

instances complete cleanup may not be appropriate. At some 

sites, it may be appropriate to implement an interim 

measure, review the site periodically, and require cleanup'

in the future if it becomes necessary or a new technology

becomes available. 


a d i n u  7: The following observations have been made regarding

the EPA oversight process: 


0 	 the negotiation environment has become unnecessarily

adverserial; 


0 	 there is a lack of consistency in the implementation of 

the basic program goals and policies among the Regions; 


0 	 some EPA staff are inexperienced and lack the 
background to monitor contracts or evaluate cleanup
proposals made by contractors or PRPs; 

0 	 turnover rate of EPA personnel is excessive and 

exacerbates oversight problems: and, 


0 BPA is too dependent on contractors. 


Reconandation 1: EPA should only undertake cleanups where 
there are no PRPs who are willing or able to undertake 
cleanups. 
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Recommendation 2: EPA staff needs to understand that 
industry and government must work together to clean up
Superfund sites and that PRPs are willing and eager to work 
constructively with EPA, if given the opportunity. 

Recommendation 3: Personnel require training to be able to 

negotiate with PRPs, negotiation should be courteous and 

professional, and once trained, personnel should be given

the authority to strike compromises to promote settlements 

which are fair to all involved and are consistent with 

guidance from HQ. 


Recommendation 4: EPA should channel resources to oversight

of PRP contractors rather than hiring additional contractors 

to perform the same work. 


Recommendation 5: EPA needs to develop incentives for its 

engineers and technical staff to remain with the Agency for 

several years. EPA might consider requiring multi-year 
contracts, or increasing pay. \ 

Office of Research and Development (Om) 


23. 	 %uperfund Outreach," EPA, Office of Research and 
Development (ORD), December 28, 1988. 

No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


Office of Inspector General (OIG) 


24. 	 *'Report of Audit: Review of Region 111's Management of the 

Technical Assistance Team (TAT) Services, OIG, September

1988. 


No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 


25. 	 "Report of Audit: Review of Region IV's Management of 
Significant Superfund Removal Actions," OIG, September 1988. 

The objectha of this Office of the Inspector General (OIG) 
report warn to evaluate Region IVIs effectiveness and eiiiciency
in managing significant (cost over $1 million) Superfund removal 
actions at the Peak Oil site, near Tampa, Florida and the General 
Refining site, near Savannah, Georgia. The one principal
88findingf8concerning enforcement was that the EPA did not take 
adequate action to pursue a 
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responsible party cleanup for the General Refining site. Region

IV disagreed and provided extensive comment. 


26. 	 "Audit of EPAIs Planning, Negotiating, Awarding, and 

Administering of Emergency Response Cleanup Services 

Contracts," OIG, September 1986. 


No recommendation specific to enforcement were included. 


21. 	 "Report of Audit on EPA's Utilization of the Zone I Field 

Investigation Team," OIG, July 1988. 


No recommendation specific to enforcement were included. 

28. "Capping Report on State Performance," OIG, 1988. 


The purpose of the report is to inform senior EPA management
officials of the recurring problems identified in cooperative 
agreement audits, and to recommend actions or policy changes to 

alleviate the problems. The one major issue concerning

enforcement is that EPA Regions were not effectively performing 
their oversight responsibilities of the Superfund cooperative ,
agreements which contributed to delays in performing goals and 
objectives and could adversely affect cost recovery efforts. 


29. "General Report on CERCLIS," OIG, 1987. 


No recommendations specific to enforcement were included. 
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APPEHiQmX C 

ACRONYMS 

A Administrative Order (Either Unilateral or on Consent) 

AOC: Administrative Order on Consent (Consent Administrative 
Order) 

CERCLA: 	 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act of 1980 

ESD:  Environmental Services Division 


FAR: Federal Acquisition Regulations 


FS : Feasibility Study 


IAG: Inter Agency Agreement 


IFMS: Integrated Financial Management System 


NBAR: Non-binding Allocation of Responsibility 


NCP: National Contingency Plan 


NPL: National Priorities List 


osc: On-Scene Coordinator 


PRP: Potentially Responsible Party 


ROD: Record of Decision 


RA: Remedial Action 


RD: Remedial Design 


RI: Remedial Investigation 


RPM: m e d i a l  Project Manager 


SARA: Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization A c t  of 1986 


SCAP: Superfund Comprehensive Accomplishments Plan 


SPMS : Strategic Planning Management System 


STARS: Superfund Transactions Automated Retrieval System 
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. ,  . 	 TAG: Technical Assistance Grants 

UAO : Unilateral Administrative Order 

OFFICES OF THE SUPERFUND ENFORCEMENT PROCESS 

DOJ : 

oc: 
OECM: 

OERR: 

OGC: 

ORC: 

OWPE: 

OSWER : 

O W :  

... 

Department of Justice 

Office of the Comptroller, OARM 

Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring 

office of Emergency and Remedial Response, OSWER 

Office of General Counsel 

Office of Regional Counsel, Regions I-X 

office of Waste Programs Enforcement, OSWER 

Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response 

Office of Administration and Resources Management 
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